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ABSTRACT 

 

Stock market prediction is always challenging due to its volatile and dynamic movement. Apart 

from the technical factors, many external factors make it more difficult to predict the stock market 

of a developing country like Bangladesh. Therefore, it is not possible to accurately predict the 

stock market of Bangladesh by taking only the technical factors into consideration. Various studies 

have shown that some external factors like news sentiment, inflation, Gross Domestic Product 

(GDP), exchange rate, interest rate, and current balance of the country can affect the stock market 

trend, which is also applicable to Bangladesh. The main objective of this paper is to predict the 

trend of Dhaka Stock Exchange (DSEX), the largest stock market in Bangladesh by taking into 

account the technical stock market data as well as those appropriate external factors. This paper 

also compared the difference between the trend prediction with and without using news sentiment. 

All the technical and external stock market data from 2014 to 2021 is collected from verified 

sources. A multivariate Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural network is used to predict the 

stock market trend. The experimental results indicate that news sentiment provides better 

performance in LSTM stock market trend prediction.  
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CHAPTER 1 

 

      INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 

 

The stock market plays an important role in keeping the wheels of a country's economy moving. 

Stock market prediction can therefore be considered an important study for the economy of a 

country. Although stock market prediction is a very difficult and complex process and there are 

always attempts to predict the stock market. But it becomes more difficult due to its dependence 

on various external factors [1]. The Bangladesh stock market is no exception. With digital 

advancements, stock market information has become more accessible and useful to investors. Now 

researchers can use more advanced tools and computers to make stock market predictions [2]. 

Every year researchers are releasing new methods and algorithms for stock market prediction. 

Machine learning and data analysis are widely used in this field as a new resource [3]. 

There are various technical and external factors on which stock market trends depend. While 

technical factors are easy to come by, external factors are very difficult to consider. Also, the stock 

market of developing countries like Bangladesh may depend on tougher factors for example news 

sentiment. Therefore, it is not possible to get accurate results in stock market prediction only by 

calculating the technical factors. In this paper, we have considered technical factors like - open, 

high, low, close, volume, and external factors like - news sentiment score, Inflation, GDP, 

Exchange rate, Interest rate, and Balance. The main goals of this work are as follows: i) To identify 

the correlation between Bangla news sentiment and stock market price trend, ii) To predict the 

stock market price trend using technical and external factors. The main objective of this paper is 

to predict the stock market of Bangladesh more accurately by considering external factors like 

Bangla news sentiment along with the stock market technical indicators.  

 

1.2 Motivation 
 

Stock market is an important part of our economy. Predicting the stock market trend is quite 

difficult in a country like Bangladesh where various external factors are making the stock market 

unpredictable. The main motivation came from the external factors of our country like – political 
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and news sentiment, Inflation rate, Exchange rate, GDP are very much considered a root reason of 

sudden stock market ups and down. Various well-known algorithms are used in stock market 

prediction around the world. But they only consider the internal factors of the stock market. So, it 

is tough to predict the stock market of a country like Bangladesh. 

 

But the main challenge of considering the external factors like – public market sentiment is tough 

because we cannot measure the sentimental position of a country with numbers. So, it would be 

great to find out a way to measure the market sentiment. We found national newspapers can be a 

great source for measuring the business sentiment for a stock market. If we get all the business 

news from any national news paper from predicted timeline than we can make a sentiment analysis 

from them and can use those data in our time series analysis phase. In Bangla language this news 

sentiment-based stock market prediction is completely a new approach. For that reason, we started 

to make a novel dataset for Dhaka stock exchange with sentiment column that will prove the 

necessity of considering business sentiment on stock market prediction. 

 

1.3 Problem Definition 

 
Predicting Dhaka stock exchange needs the external sentiment data because a country like 

Bangladesh stock market depends on external factors like – political situations, development, 

public sentiment, news sentiment, inflation rate, GDP, exchange rate, interest rate, current balance 

etc. For that reason, only internal factors are not enough for s tock market prediction in Bangladesh. 

But there is no such way to measure external public sentiment properly. In this thesis we proposed 

a way to measure the external public sentiment for our stock market. Daily business news is a great 

source of measuring the sentiment of the economic sentiment. So, we collected the daily business 

news from national newspaper by web scrapping. Then we did sentiment identification and 

generated a novel dataset with sentiment column for time series analysis.  

 

1.4 Research Questions 
 

Here are the main questions those are focuses in this thesis are given below: 

▪ Is it possible to get better stock market trend prediction using external factor like News 

sentiment? 
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▪ How can we find a way to measure the public sentiment for stock market prediction in 

Bangladesh? 

▪ Can we propose a better dataset for Dhaka stock market prediction with public news 

sentiment? 

1.5 Research Methodology 

In this section we described the Data collection process, Data Pre-processing, Sentiment 

Identification process for Bangla news sentiment analysis, LSTM model creation and Training the 

model. At the end the performance of the model and the outcomes will be described. 

 

1.6 Research Objectives 

In this paper, we have considered technical factors like - open, high, low, close, volume, and 

external factors like - news sentiment score, Inflation, GDP, Exchange rate, Interest rate, and 

Balance. The main objectives of this work are as follows: 

 

▪ To identify the correlation between Bangla news sentiment and stock market price trend. 

▪ To predict the stock market price trend using technical and external factors. 

▪ To predict the stock market of Bangladesh more accurately by considering external factors 

like Bangla news sentiment along with the stock market technical indicators. 

 

1.7 Report Layout 

 
Chapter 1 will discuss about introduction, motivation, Problem Definition, Research Question, 

Research Methodology and the expected outcome of our project. 

Chapter 2 will discuss about background of this research and the related work and works related 

to Bangladesh perspective. 

Chapter 3 will describe the full research methodology. 

Chapter 4 will discuss about our model performance data. 

Chapter 5 it is focus to the result and correlation analysis of the outcomes. 

Chapter 6 It describes the conclusion and future work of this research. 

Chapter 7 here all the references we used for this research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduction 

A lot of work has already been done on stock market prediction by considering technical indicators. 

We have found many works of stock market prediction taking technical factors into consideration 

in the context of Bangladesh as well.  

2.2 Related Works 

Technical indicators are not enough for predicting Bangladesh stock market. Reference [4] only 

used technical indicators as input and proposed a machine learning model which achieved almost 

20% accuracy in stock market prediction. Reference [5] predicted the stock price index trend using 

an artificial neural network and support vector machine. They predicted the Istanbul Stock 

exchange using technical indicators. The linear classification model is also used to predict the 

stock market of Bangladesh [6]. This paper advised to consider Logistic regression to predict 

Bangladesh stock market. 

 

The stock market can also be dependent on a country's GDP or economic growth [7]–[11]. Various 

papers described the dependence between a country's economic growth and the stock market. 

Economic growth or GDP can be an important external factor for predicting stock market trends 

[12]. Stock market return can also be affected by the inflation rate [13]–[16]. Stock market return 

price is positively correlated with the inflation rate. 

 

News sentiment has a bigger aspect on stock market trends. Positive and negative news sentiment 

can play a vital role in building the stock market trend [17]–[20]. Reference [21] used the classifier 

Naive Bayes to detect positive and negative news sentiment and achieved up to 91.2% accuracy. 

In Bangladesh stock market, it depends on the Bangla financial news. So, we should consider 

Bangla financial news articles from some daily newspapers of Bangladesh. Social media sentiment 

is also used to predict the stock market trend. But it is always hard to get social media data for 

sentiment analysis. Also, the informal writing process in any social media platform makes it harder 
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to achieve accuracy in sentiment analysis. Reference [22] used improved neural network algorithm 

to predict the Bangladesh stock market. They used external features for prediction. 

 

The LSTM-based stock prediction method is more effective than other time series-based stock 

predictions. It can drastically increase the accuracy of a time series model. Supervised machine 

learning techniques with domain-specific Lexicon data dictionaries (LDD) give a better result on 

Bangla language text sentiment analysis. Reference [23] a rule-based BTSC algorithm that can 

classify the Bangla text sentiment. 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

3.1 Introduction 
 

Process Flow Diagram for the prediction and finding out the correlation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
            Figure 3.1 Process flow diagram. 

 

 

 

 

3.2 Data Collection 

 
For our multivariate LSTM neural network model, we used 11 variables as input. Technical 

variables: open, high, low, close, volume. News sentiment variable: news sentiment score. 

Economic variables: inflation, GDP, exchange rate, interest rate, and balance. So, our dataset CSV 

file has 11 variable columns. We can categorize these 11 variables in 3 parts for data collection: 
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1. Technical Dhaka stock exchange data from (3/3/2014 to 29/12/2021). 

2. Financial news articles from The Daily Ittefaq (3/3/2014 to 29/12/2021) [24]. 

3. Yearly economic data from International Monetary Fund (IMF) database (2014 to 

2021). 

 

3.3 Technical stock data collection 

We collected all the historical DSEX data from the Dhaka stock exchange's official website.  

The dataset has daily open, high, low, close and volume numbers of DSEX from 2014 to 2021. 

 

3.4 Financial news articles for sentiment analysis 

 
We collected 7695 financial Bangla news articles from The Daily Ittefaq using "Beautiful Soup 

4.4.0" in python. It is a powerful web scraping tool for collecting public data from any website. 

We collected all the financial Bangla news articles from 3/3/2014 to 29/12/2021 [24]. There were 

multiple news articles on a single date. We collected and saved the news articles in CSV format. 

After collecting the news articles, we run our sentiment identification algorithm model and 

produced a sentiment score for every date using these news articles [23]. We created our news 

sentiment column in our dataset from these sentiment scores.             

 

3.5 Yearly economic data 

We collected the yearly economic data - inflation, GDP, exchange rate, interest rate, and current 

balance of Bangladesh from 2014 to 2021. We used IMF world economic database for this 

collection process. International Monetary Fund (IMF) is a verified source of economic data. 

 

3.6 News sentiment identification 

Our methodology for news sentiment identification came from this paper [23]. This paper 

proposed a rule-based algorithm for Bangla sentence-level news sentiment analysis called the 

BTSC algorithm. In Bangla language sentiment analysis, some words can behave differently 

according to the specific domain.  
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For example, in the phrase “শেয়ার ইস্যু কর়া”, the word “ইস্যু” has a different meaning in business 

articles domain than our everyday life. So, to get an accurate result in sentiment analysis on 

financial Bangla news articles we have made our own business domain-specific extended 

sentimental dictionary dataset manually.  

 

Our working steps are described below for Bangla news sentiment identification: 

a) We constructed a finance domain-specific weighted sentiment lexicon dictionary 

in the Bangla language. 

b) Used modified BTSC algorithm to analyze sentimental scores from Bangla 

financial news articles [23]. 

c) Then we collected 7695 financial Bangla news articles from the year 2014 to 2021. 

d) After collecting the data, we run the sentiment analysis process and gathered 

sentiment scores for each day from 2014 to 2021 [24]. 

e) We merged these date-wise news sentiment data with our existing technical 

indicator dataset. 

 

3.7 Creation of financial lexicon data dictionary (LDD) 

The financial lexicon data dictionary is the list of words that are used to calculate the sentiment of 

financial news articles. We collected all the Bangla words from an online Bangla dictionary API 

and then classified them into 6 different weighted categories manually. Lexicon data dictionary is 

very important to find the exact sentiment report from the sentences.  

 

All the words in our lexicon data dictionary are Bangla words. There are words considered as 

positive sentiment words and words considered as negative sentiment words. Some words have 

effects to increase the sentimental value of a sentence. So, we included those words to get proper 

sentiment visualization in Bangla. Some examples of our financial lexicon data dictionary (LDD) 

are shown in Table 3.1. 
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TABLE 3.1. FINANCIAL LEXICON DATA DICTIONARY 

 

 

 

Bull words: 

We named this wordlist bull words because they are categorized as positive sentiment words from 

a financial perspective. 

 

Bear words: 

Bear word list is the opposite of positive sentimental words in financial sentiment analysis. All the 

words in this list are considered as contradict sentiment words for analyzing the business news 

sentiment. 

 

Negative words: 

Negative word list has words like “ন়া”, “নয”, and “শনই” which can make a full sentence negative in 

the Bangla language. 

 

Coordinating conjunction words (Co con.): 

In the Bangla language conjunctions like “ককন্তু”, “আদপে”, “এবং”, “অথব়া” plays an important role in 

sentence making. They should have their own weighted effect value in sentiment analysis [23]. 

 

Types Examples Weight Word 

count 

Bull words স্চ্ছল, উন্নত, েকরকল্পন়া, েীর্ষ, ল়াভব়ান, স্ম়াধ়ান, 
ক়ার্ষকর 

+1 3385 

Bear words অনযেকিত, অক়ার্ষকর, ব়াকতল, দযর্ষটন়া, শদউকলয়া, 
লঙ্ঘন 

-1 3966 

Negative words ন়া, শনই, ন়াই, নয, কনপর্ধ, নও, ন  
-1 35 

Coordinating 

conjunction 
বরং, ককন্তু, এবং, অথব়া +2 21 

Subordinating 

conjunctions 
কবপের্ত, অকধকন্তু, এমনকক, এস্পেও +1.5 14 

Adjectives & 

Adverbs 
স্বচ়াইপত, স্বষ়াকধক, র্পথষ্ট +3 23 

অকধক, শবকে, অপনক +2 13 

স়্াম়ানু, প্র়ায +0.5 25 
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Subordinating conjunctions (Sub con.): 

Another kind of conjunctions list with words like “অকধকন্তু”, “এমনকক”, “কবপের্ত”. 
 

Adjectives & Adverbs (Adj.): 

We listed some adjectives and adverbs like “স্বচ়াইপত”, “অকধক”, “স্বষ়াকধক” as they are used to glorify 

the sentence sentiment more than other simple words. We categorized them into 3 weighted 

categories - high, medium, and low. 

 

3.8 Data Tokenization 

In this part, we preprocessed our data to make our news sentiment analysis. We got our data from 

our data collection step. We used BLTK [25] a python PyPI package that is OSI approved, License 

MIT to preprocess our dataset. Data preprocessing will help us to make our data more appropriate 

for our news sentiment identification model. 

 

The first process of data preprocessing is data tokenization. Data tokenization is a method to split 

the whole news into sentences and then split all the sentences into words. We will do sentence-

level sentiment analysis on our financial news articles. 

 

For example: Here is a full news from our dataset - “ট়ান়া দরেতন আর শলনপদন খর়ায চলপে শেয়ারব়াজ়ার। 

শবে ককেযকদন ধপর ধ়ার়াব়াকিকভ়াপব কমপত কমপত গতক়াল শদপের প্রধ়ান শেয়ারব়াজ়ার ঢ়াক়া স্টক এক্সপচপের (কিএস্ই) 

শলনপদন ৪০০ শক়াকট ট়াক়ার কনপচ শনপম শগপে। গত বেপরর ৫ একপ্রপলর ের কিএস্ইপত ৪০০ শক়াকট ট়াক়ার কম শলনপদন 

িপল়া। এমন শলনপদন খর়ার ব়াজ়াপর প্র়ায ১০০ প্রকতষ্ঠ়াপনর ক্রয়াপদপের র্র েূনু িপয েপ়ে। ফপল ব়ে েতন িপযপে 

মূলুসূ্চপকর।” 

 

After the sentence tokenizing process, it will be converted into - [ ‘ট়ান়া দরেতন আর শলনপদন খর়ায চলপে 

শেয়ারব়াজ়ার।', 'পবে ককেযকদন ধপর ধ়ার়াব়াকিকভ়াপব কমপত কমপত গতক়াল শদপের প্রধ়ান শেয়ারব়াজ়ার ঢ়াক়া স্টক এক্সপচপের 

(কিএস্ই) শলনপদন ৪০০ শক়াকট ট়াক়ার কনপচ শনপম শগপে।', 'গত বেপরর ৫ একপ্রপলর ের কিএস্ইপত ৪০০ শক়াকট ট়াক়ার কম 

শলনপদন িপল়া।', 'এমন শলনপদন খর়ার ব়াজ়াপর প্র়ায ১০০ প্রকতষ্ঠ়াপনর ক্রয়াপদপের র্র েূনু িপয েপ়ে।', 'ফপল ব়ে েতন 

িপযপে মূলুসূ্চপকর।’] 
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Then we will run word level tokenizing in every sentence. The first sentence will be like this – 

 [ 'ট়ান়া', 'দরেতন', আর', 'পলনপদন', 'খর়ায', 'চলপে', 'পেয়ারব়াজ়ার', '।’] 

 

3.9 Data Normalization 

Data normalization is the process of removing the characters which are not necessary for sentiment 

analysis. Characters like “,”, “।”, “;”, “#”, “!”, “@”, “%”, “$” have no meaning in sentiment 

counting. We removed all these special characters from our tokenized datasets. We also removed 

question marks. We skipped the process of considering question marks in sentiment scores like 

the BTSC algorithm [23]. 

 

3.10 Stop words 

We removed various stop words from our normalized data. Stop words are considered as zero 

impact words on the sentiment dataset. For example, words like “জনু”, “ের্ষন্ত”, “ন়াগ়াদ”, “কনপত”, “িত” 

have no impact on sentiment analysis. We used BLTK stop word list to remove stop words from 

our dataset [25]. We used the level hard of the BLTK package for stop word removing. 

 

3.11 Data stemming 

Data stemming means to remove any suffix/prefix of a word and convert the word to its root form. 

We will remove parts like - “কট”, “ট়ার”, “গুপল়া” and “গুকল” these types of suffix and prefixes from the 

word. For example: “শেয়ারব়াজ়াপর” will be “শেয়ারব়াজ়ার”, “বেপরর” will be “বের” after stemming the 

word. Stemming the word will help to match our input data with our LDD dataset words to analyze 

the sentiment score. 

 

3.12 Parts of speech tagger (POS tagger) 

POS tagger means categorizing the data in their parts of speech form. It’s very important to detect 

the parts of speed because we have adjectives, adverbs, and conjunction lists in our LDD. We have 

to detect them to implement the algorithm of news sentiment analysis. In the Bangla language, 
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there are 5 basic parts of speeches - কবপের্ু, কবপের্ণ, স্বষন়াম, কক্রয়ােদ, অবুয [23]. Among them স্বষন়াম has 

no impact on sentiment score. We removed them in the stop word normalization stage. 

 

3.13 Sentiment score counting 

We have modified the BTSC algorithm in a certain way to use in our financial Bangla news 

sentiment identification domain [23]. 

In step 1 we run our first loop to read news CSV files from our dataset folder. In our dataset folder, 

7095 news articles are in CSV format. Here we also declared and initialized a variable 

“News_score” equal to zero. In step 3 we run our second loop to tokenize each news at the sentence 

level. That means the whole news is tokenized in sentences.  

 

After sentence level tokenizing we normalized the sentences and remove all the stop words from 

them. Here we also declared and initialized a variable “Sentence_score” equal to zero. Then we 

tokenized each sentence at the word level after running the third loop. In this loop, we basically 

split the sentence into words. Then we run the stemming function and POS tagger function in every 

word [25]. 

 

After that in step 10, we scanned our LDD word lists. In step 11 we checked if the word is a bull 

word. We added a score +1 with the sentence score if the word detected as a bull word. Same as 

the bull words we also checked bear words, conjunctions, adjectives, and adverbs from our LDD 

lists and gave the word its score if matched. The coordinating conjunction score is +2, 

subordination conjunction score is +1.5. Adjective and adverb - high, medium, low are +3, +2 & 

+0.5. In step 25 we checked if the word is in our negative words list. If matched we check the 

existing sentence score. The pseudocode is given below in Table 3.2. 

 

TABLE 3.2. MODIFIED BTSC ALGORITHM

 
    Steps:                       Algorithm Pseudocode 

 
1. for each  News_articles.csv in datafolder do 

2.     News_score = 0 

3.     for each Tokenize(Sentence) in News do 

4.          Normalizing(Sentence) 
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5.          Stop word (Sentence) 

6.          Sentence_score = 0 

7.          for each Tokenize(Word) in Sentence do 

8.              Stemming(Word) 

9.              POS tagger(word) 

10.              Scanning LDD 

11.              if word is Bull word in LDD then 

12.                       Sentence_score =+1  

13.              else if word is Bear word in LDD then 

14.                       Sentence_score =-1  

15.              else if word is Co con. in LDD then 

16.                       Sentence_score =+2 

17.              else if word is Sub con. in LDD then 

18.                       Sentence_score =+1.5 

19.              else if word is Adj. (High) in LDD then 

20.                       Sentence_score =+3 

21.              else if word is Adj. (Med) in LDD then 

22.                       Sentence_score =+2 

23.              else if word is Adj. (Low) in LDD then 

24.                       Sentence_score =+0.5 

25.              else if word is Negative in LDD then 

26.                       if Sentence_score >=0 

27.                          Sentence_score *-1  

28.          end for 

29.     News_score =+ Sentence_score 

30.     end for  

31.  end for 
 

 

If the score is positive, we multiply the score by -1. Because if the sentence score is already 

negative and we also multiply it with -1, the score will be a positive sentiment score which is 

wrong. After that the loop ends in step 28. We count each single full news score by adding all the 

sentences sentiment scores in step 29. In steps 30 and 31 others for loops end. 

 

3.14 Simulation of sentiment score counting 

Now we will demonstrate the simulation of our modified BTSC algorithm with an example: First 

let’s see the news - ট়ান়া দরেতন আর শলনপদন খর়ায চলপে শেয়ারব়াজ়ার। ধ়ার়াব়াকিকভ়াপব কমপত কমপত গতক়াল 

শেয়ারব়াজ়ার ৪০০ শক়াকট ট়াক়ার কনপচ শনপম শগপে। এমন শলনপদন খর়ার ব়াজ়াপর প্র়ায ১০০ প্রকতষ্ঠ়ান ক্রয়াপদে কদপত ে়ারপে 

ন়া । ফপল স্বষ়াকধক েতন িপযপে মূলুসূ্চপকর। 
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After sentence level tokenization: ['ট়ান়া দরেতন আর শলনপদন খর়ায চলপে শেয়ারব়াজ়ার।', 'ধ়ার়াব়াকিকভ়াপব 

কমপত কমপত গতক়াল শেয়ারব়াজ়ার ৪০০ শক়াকট ট়াক়ার কনপচ শনপম শগপে।', 'এমন শলনপদন খর়ার ব়াজ়াপর প্র়ায ১০০ 

প্রকতষ্ঠ়ান ক্রয়াপদে কদপত ে়ারপে ন়া ।', 'ফপল স্বষ়াকধক েতন িপযপে মূলুসূ্চপকর।'] 

 

After word tokenization, normalization, removing stop words & stemming: 

1st sentence: ['ট়ান়া', 'দরেতন', 'পলনপদন', 'খর়া', 'চলপে', 'পেয়ারব়াজ়ার'] 

2nd sentence: ['ধ়ার়াব়াকিকভ়াপব', 'কমপত', 'কমপত', 'পেয়ারব়াজ়ার', 'পক়াকট', 'ট়াক়া', 'কনপচ', 'পনপম'] 

3rd sentence: ['শলনপদন', 'খর়া', 'ব়াজ়ার', 'প্রকতষ্ঠ়ান', 'ক্রয়াপদে', 'ে়ারপে','ন়া'] 

4th sentence: ['স্বষ়াকধক', 'েতন', 'িপযপে', 'মূলুসূ্চক'] 

 

Simulation of our modified BTSC algorithm is shown in Table 3.3. Here the news has a negative 

score that means the news has negative sentiment. 

 

TABLE 3.3. SIMULATION OF MODIFIED BTSC ALGORITHM 

 
Sentence Scoring Sentence 

score 

 

 

1 

 

ট়ান়া    দরেতন    শলনপদন    খর়া    চলপে   শেয়ারব়াজ়ার 
                                   null        bear         bull         bear     null         null 

 
                                     0            -1           +1             -1         0             0 

  

 

 

-1 

 

 

2 

 

ধ়ার়াব়াকিকভ়াপব    কমপত    কমপত    শেয়ারব়াজ়ার    শক়াকট    ট়াক়া    কনপচ    শনপম 
                        bull              bear       bear            null           null       null      bear      null 

 

                         +1                -1           -1                 0               0           0         -1          0 

  

 

-2 

 

 

3 

 

শলনপদন   খর়া   ব়াজ়ার   প্রকতষ্ঠ়ান  ক্রয়াপদে   ে়ারপে       ন়া 
                                     bull      bear     null       null        bull         null       neg 

 
                                      +1         -1         0           0           +1           0          *-1 

  

 

 

-1 

 

4 

 

    স্বষ়াকধক        েতন     িপযপে     মূলুসূ্চক 
adj. (high)       neg        null          null 

                                                     +3               *-1          0             0 

  

 

-3 

News_score -7 

 

Here (*-1) means multiplying existing sentence_score with (-1).   
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3.15 Date wise news sentiment score counting 

We counted all the news scores for each day and divided the total score by the news articles count 

on that day. Then we get the average news sentiment score for each date. 

 

3.16 Multivariate LSTM model 

Recurrent neural networks (RNN) models can learn the patterns in a time series dataset making 

them an extraordinary method for predicting time series datasets. LSTM neural networks can learn 

more accurate time series patterns for their long and short-term memory architecture. Stock market 

prediction is a challenging process because multiple variables or factors can affect its trend. For 

this reason, we considered multivariate LSTM instead of the univariate LSTM model. The stock 

market depends on factors like - Technical factors and External factors. Bangladesh stock market 

is also heavily dependent on some external factors like - news sentiment score, inflation, GDP, 

exchange rate, interest rate, and balance. The multivariate LSTM model considers the correlation 

of news sentiment to predict a more accurate result. 

 

3.17 Time series analysis using LSTM in python 

In our LSTM neural network time series stock market prediction, we considered the Dhaka stock 

exchange dataset from 2014 to 2021. The covid-19 situation is also included in this time zone 

which makes it more challenging to predict the original trend. We trained our model with these 

datasets and then predicted the trend. The last date of our stock market data is 29 December 2021. 

We also predicted the stock price of 30 December 2021 using our LSTM model. Our multivariate 

LSTM neural network model prediction steps are below: 

 

1) Reading the dataset. 

2) Feature selection and scaling. 

3) Data Cleaning and transforming. 

4) Training the LSTM neural network. 

5) Predict Next Day’s Price. 
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3.18 Prerequisites 

For the model building and prediction process, we used Python 3 environment and necessary 

python packages. We installed and used the following standard packages: pandas, NumPy, math, 

and matplotlib. We used pandas for data frame activities and matplotlib for plotting the graphs and 

results. 

 

3.19 Dhaka stock exchange Dataset  

Our dataset CSV file contains the stock market data of the Dhaka stock exchange from 2014 to 

2021. We considered technical variables like open, high, low, close, volume, and some external 

variables like news sentiment score, inflation, GDP, exchange rate, interest rate, and balance. Our 

output variable is “Open”. Because we can easily evaluate the stock market trend from the daily 

opening price of a stock market. All other variables are used as our input variables.  

All the input variables in our dataset have a direct correlation with our output variable. All input 

variables can affect the trend of the stock market. We have a total of 11 input variable columns in 

our dataset. One of them “Opening price” is also used as an output prediction variable. 

Preview of our dataset is shown in Table 3.4. 

 

TABLE 3.4. PREVIEW OF DSEX STOCK MARKET DATASET 

 

 

 

3.20 Feature selection and scaling Data Tokenization 

We have to make our data clean and scaled to get an accurate prediction from our model. The 

feature selection part is a process where we select our input features from our dataset and the output 

feature for prediction. So, we selected 11 input features: open, high, low, close, volume, news 

sentiment score, inflation, GDP, exchange rate, interest rate, and balance.  

Date Open High Low Close Volume Senti

ment 

Infla

tion 
GDP Exch

ange 
Interest Balance 

2014-03-03 4697.3 4732.25 4685.53 4687.19 50542994 0.5 7.34 172.88 77.64 9.08 1.406 

2014-03-04 4687.19 4728.12 4687.19 4703.88 46282176 -1.5 7.34 172.88 77.64 9.08 1.406 

2014-03-05 4703.88 4717.24 4684.67 4697.54 35469576 5.0 7.34 172.88 77.64 9.08 1.406 

2014-03-06 4697.54 4724.82 4690.5 4699.63 41292218 -0.6 7.34 172.88 77.64 9.08 1.406 

2014-03-09 4699.63 4715.65 4687.2 4687.2 51064991 4.6 7.34 172.88 77.64 9.08 1.406 

2014-03-10 4687.2 4715.74 4663.99 4665.57 40176268 8.3 7.34 172.88 77.64 9.08 1.406 
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One output prediction feature - opening price. After feature selection, we have to scale the dataset. 

It is very important to increase the accuracy of the training model. It also helps to better the model 

training time for the prediction. Scaling is the process of converting all the input data to a standard 

value range. We used the MinMaxScaler approach from the scikit-learn packages to scale all the 

input data to a range of 0 to 1. After finishing the prediction steps, we unscaled the data again to 

get the original values from our dataset. 

 

3.21 Data Cleaning and transforming 

Data cleaning is the process of finding the missing values in the dataset and filling them with 

numerical values. In our stock market dataset, we don't have any missing values. We applied the 

neural network LSTM sliding windows approach in our dataset to train and validate the dataset. 

We divided the data into 2 parts - training and testing dataset. 80% of our data used a training 

dataset for our model and the rest 20% we used for the testing process. 

 

3.22 Training the LSTM neural network 

Our multivariate LSTM neural network model architecture has 4 layers: 

1) The first layer is an LSTM layer. It takes our mini-batches from the sliding window 

process as input and returns the whole sequence. 

2) The second LSTM layer again takes the returned sequence from the first layer as 

input. 

3) The third layer is a dense layer that consists of 5 layers. 

4) The last dense layer returns the predicted value. 

Our model sequence length is 50. So, each mini-batch from the sliding window process consists 

of a matrix of 50 steps and 11 features. The input neuron size of the first layer is equal to the size 

of our mini-batch input data. The total input layer of our LSTM neural model consists of (50*11) 

550 neurons. Our epoch count is 50. 

 

3.23 Predict Next Day’s Price  

After training the multivariate LSTM neural network, we have to forecast our next day's opening 

price using this model also. As our sequence length has 50-time steps, we have to give a minimum 

of 50 steps of the dataset for the window sliding process. The model will return us the predicted 

opening price for 1 day which is the next day after our dataset ended. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

  PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED MODEL 
 

 

4.1 Model performance 

 
We fitted the train and validation dataset in our LSTM model. We run the model with the training 

and validation data for 50 epochs. The same process was done again without the external variables 

for comparison. Our training and validation loss curve without using news sentiment is shown in 

Figure 4.1: 

 
 

     Figure 4.1 Loss curve without using news sentiment. 

 

Our training and validation loss curve using all the 11 variables is shown in Figure 4.2: 

 

 

 
 

    Figure 4.2. Loss curve using all the 11 factors 
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4.2 Comparison of the Accuracy 

 

TABLE 4.1. COMPARISON OF ACCURACY (%) 

 

Method Variables Accuracy 

Multivariate LSTM 

without news sentiment 

 

Date, Open, High, 

Low, Close, Volume, 

Inflation rate, GDP, 

Exchange rate, Interest 

rate, Current balance 

 

63% 

Multivariate LSTM 

using news sentiment 

Date, Open, High, 

Low, Close, Volume, 

Inflation rate, GDP, 

Exchange rate, Interest 

rate, Current balance 

and 

News sentiment 

 

72% 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

RESULT COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS 
 

First, we fitted and run our multivariate LSTM neural network model without news sentiment. We 

only used the variables for input data like - Date, Open, High, Low, Close, Volume, Inflation rate, 

GDP, Exchange rate, Interest rate, Current balance. Then we plotted the LSTM model predictions 

against the original opening price in Figure 5.1. The figure shows that the model without using 

news sentiment can only generate a long-term trend upward. But it fails to predict and generate a 

short time trend line which is not effective in daily trading. We have plotted only last few days for 

clear visualization. 

 

                  Figure 5.1. Opening price trend without news sentiment. 

 

Then we fitted and run our LSTM mode with news sentiment including the technical and economic 

factors. A total of 11 variables were used as input. Then we again plotted the LSTM model 

predictions against the original opening price in Figure 5.2. We can see that the model predicts the 

stock market trend more accurately this time. 

 

 

                    Figure 5.2. Opening price trend using news sentiment, technical & external factors. 
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We only measured the accuracy of this prediction graphically. Error calculation methods such as 

MAPE, MAE, RMSE will not be able to detect the accuracy of this result perfectly. So, we avoided 

the error calculation process intentionally. The model also predicted the opening price of the next 

day where our training dataset ended. It predicted the opening price of 30 December 2021 is 

6721.46 taka. In real life the opening price was 6731.15 taka in Dhaka Stock Exchange. 
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CHAPTER 6 
 

                                      CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 

6.1 Conclusion 

 
The main objective of this paper was to prove the correlation between external factor like news 

sentiment for a better prediction of the stock market of Bangladesh. Only news sentiment alone 

has a huge capability of detecting many social affecting factors on the stock market trend. LSTM 

is a proven method of predicting the stock market but using multivariate LSTM makes it more 

reliable.  

6.2 Future work 

We can also use a Multivariate Multilayer LSTM or Bi-LSTM neural network for better prediction 

in the future. Multiple news sources can be used to collect the sentiment of a given time. Social 

media sentiment can also play a big role in this prediction. These external factors along with the 

financial news sentiment can produce better accuracy in multivariate LSTM stock market 

prediction. 
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APPENDIX 

 

The DSEX data collection phase proved to be a huge issue for us. All the data have been collected 

manually from DSE database server. For the news collection process, we used some cutting-edge 

new technology like web scrapping with beautifulsoup framework. Furthermore, creation of 

Bangla LDD was a difficult task. We used translated English LDD and refined it more manually. 
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